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Abstract
We develop an aerodynamic loading assignment model for intermodal freight trains based on an integer-programming
framework to help terminal managers make up more fuel-eﬃcient trains. This is the ﬁrst use of optimization modeling to
address the aerodynamics and energy eﬃciency of railroad intermodal trains. Several recommendations regarding railway
equipment use, operations, and policy are proposed to improve fuel-eﬃciency and reduce emissions from intermodal transportation. Analysis of one major railroad intermodal route reveals the potential to reduce fuel consumption by 15 million
gallons per year with corresponding savings of $28,000,000. Greater beneﬁts are possible through broader implementation
of the model.
Ó 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Intermodal (IM) freight is the largest segment of the US railroad freight transportation business, and is the
fastest growing portion (nearly 80% in the past 15 years) (Gallamore, 1998; Association of American Railroads (AAR), 2005). However, IM trains are generally the least fuel eﬃcient trains. This ineﬃciency is due
to the physical constraints imposed by the combination of loads and the railcar design (Engdahl et al.,
1987a,b; Lai and Barkan, 2005). In the pair of photographs shown in Fig. 1 contrast the close spacing of
the hopper cars with the much larger gaps due to the empty slots in the IM train. The aerodynamic drag coefﬁcient of a typical IM train can be as much as 25% higher than that of the fully loaded coal train, and this
diﬀerence in resistance increases exponentially with speed (American Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association, 2001; Bertin, 2001; Hay, 1982). IM trains commonly operate at speed of
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Fig. 1. Pictures of: (a) general coal cars; (b) trailers on spine cars.

70 mph making them the fastest freight trains in North America, thus aerodynamic drag is a particularly
important factor aﬀecting their fuel consumption.
Lai and Barkan (2005) conducted a series of analyses to compare both the relative and absolute eﬀects of
diﬀerent loading patterns and operating practices on train make-up and energy eﬃciency. They found that
aerodynamic characteristics signiﬁcantly aﬀect IM train fuel eﬃciency; and, a train can be more eﬃciently
operated if loads are assigned not only based on slot utilization but also by properly assigning loads to cars,
which they referred to as ‘‘slot eﬃciency’’. Depending on the particular train conﬁguration, train resistance for
a fully loaded train can be reduced by as much as 27%, and fuel savings by 1 gallon per mile per train, simply
by better matching loads and railcars.
Lai and Barkan’s previous work (2005) quantiﬁed the aerodynamic and energy penalties of speciﬁc load
and car combinations under idealized conditions. They did not consider the actual make-up of train consists
or the wide variety in available loads and car types that a terminal manager must contend with in trying to
implement more energy eﬃcient loading practices. Lai et al. (2007) describe a wayside machine vision system
that automatically monitors the gap lengths between IM loads on passing trains so the railroad can evaluate
the aerodynamic eﬃciency of their loading pattern. However, no previous work has addressed the question of
how to select among the wide variety of loads and railcars actually available to load aerodynamically eﬃcient
trains. This is an essential element of achieving the potential fuel and costs savings. In this paper, we develop
an aerodynamic loading assignment model (ALAM) using an integer programming (IP) framework to optimize aerodynamic eﬃciency under various constraints regarding loading assignments. The model can help terminal managers load trains more eﬃciently and can be incorporated into software used to automate or
expedite the loading process inside IM terminals.
Previous researchers have considered various other aspects regarding optimization of the loading process
and equipment utilization. Feo and Gonzales-Velrade (1995) proposed an integer-linear programming model
to maximize the utilization of trailers to railcar hitches. Powell and Carvalho (1998) developed a dynamic
model to optimize the ﬂow of ﬂat cars over a network. Corry and Kozan (2006) presented an assignment
model to dynamically assign containers to IM trains so as to minimize excess handling time and optimize
the weight distribution of the train. Each of the above studies focused on certain types of IM loads or railcars.
However, none of them considered the energy eﬃciency of IM train loading. In this paper, we present the ﬁrst
application of optimization techniques to improve the energy eﬃciency of IM trains. The proposed model can
deal with all types of IM loads (11 diﬀerent types of trailers and containers), and railcars (hundreds of diﬀerent
types of well, spine, ﬂat cars) operated in North America (TTX Company, 1999).
This study is particularly timely in light of increasing fuel prices and their impact on industry operating
costs, as well as the need to conserve energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In 2005, the major North
American railroads spent over $8 billion on fuel in the United States making it their second largest operating
expense. From 2002 to 2005, North American railroad fuel cost doubled, and since 1999 it is up by nearly a
factor of three (Association of American Railroads, 2006). This trend is impacting railroads all over the world,
consequently fuel eﬃciency is more important than ever (Stodolski, 2002; BNSF Railway Company, 2004a;
International Union of Railways (UIC), 2004). Investigation of options to improve aerodynamic eﬃciency
is a promising avenue with widespread potential economic and environmental beneﬁts for rail freight transportation eﬃciency (Association of American Railroads (AAR), 1981 and Association of American Railroads
(AAR), 1987; Smith, 1987).
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2. Intermodal rail terminal operations
At IM terminals, managers assign containers and trailers of a variety of lengths to available well, spine or
ﬂat cars (BNSF Railway Company, 2004b; Union Paciﬁc Railroad Corporation, 2004). Railroad IM business
in North America is diﬀerent from the general carload freight business; IM business often competes directly
with trucks and as a consequence is very time sensitive. Because of this, railroads try to avoid intermediate
switching and stops on most IM trains. In this study, we used the IM operation of the BNSF Railway’s route
between Chicago and Los Angeles (LA) (aka ‘‘the Transcon’’) as the basis for our analyses. This is one of the
busiest IM corridors in North America and approximately 80% of the IM trains on this route have no intermediate operations. Of the remaining 20%, most have no more than two intermediate stops and these are generally close to the ﬁnal destination (Utterback, 2006). Given that for most trains there is little or no container
shifting occurring en route, the initial loading pattern will be the principal factor aﬀecting their aerodynamic
performance.
IM loads, i.e. trailers or containers, range in length from 20 to 57 ft (Muller, 1999; TTX Company, 1999).
There is considerable variety in the design and capacity of IM railcars with diﬀerent numbers of units and
slots, and thus loading capabilities. An IM railcar may have one or more units permanently attached to
one another (via articulation or drawbar). A unit is a frame supported by at least two trucks, providing support for one or more platforms (a.k.a. slots). For example, Fig. 2a shows an articulated 3-unit well car, and
Fig. 2b is a 5-unit spine car. A platform (or slot) is a speciﬁc container/trailer loading location. As a result,
each well-car unit has two slots because of their ability to accommodate two containers, one stacked on
the other (a.k.a. ‘‘double stack’’), and each spine-car unit has one slot (Fig. 2).
There are also a number of safety-related loading rules and various feasible and infeasible combinations of
IM load and car conﬁgurations. Because IM cars in a train are not generally switched in and out at terminals,
managers primarily control the assignment of loads but not the conﬁguration of the equipment in a train.
Consequently, it is reasonable to treat train make-up as given. Terminal managers often use computer software (Optimization Alternatives Ltd., Inc., 2005) as a decision-making tool to assist them in complying with
loading rules; nevertheless load assignment is still a largely manual process in which aerodynamic eﬃciency is
not considered.
3. Methodology
To develop ALAM we need to quantify the IM train aerodynamic characteristics in order to incorporate
them into the integer programming model for optimal loading.
3.1. Evaluation of intermodal aerodynamic eﬃciency
The principal metric currently used to measure the eﬃciency of IM train loading is ‘‘slot utilization’’
(Burriss, 2003). It measures the percentage of available slots on IM cars that are used for loads. Slot utilization
typically does not take into account the size of the space compared to the size of the load. Although perfect
slot utilization indicates maximal use of available spaces, it is not intended to, nor does it ensure, that IM cars
are loaded to optimize their aerodynamic characteristics and hence maximize energy eﬃciency. Two trains
may have identical slot utilization, but signiﬁcantly diﬀerent energy eﬃciency due to diﬀerent loading patterns
and consequent aerodynamic resistance (Lai and Barkan, 2005).

Fig. 2. (a) A 3-unit well car with 6 slots; (b) a 5-unit spine car with 5 slots.
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Aerodynamic drag is known to be a major component of train resistance, particularly at high speeds (Hay,
1982; American Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association, 2001). The Association of American Railroads (AAR) supported research on wind tunnel testing of rail equipment, including large-scale IM
car models (Gielow and Furlong, 1988). The test results were used to develop the Aerodynamic Subroutine of
the AAR’s Train Energy Model (TEM) (Drish, 1992). These experiments showed that the gap length between
IM loads, position-in-train, and yaw angle of wind are three important factors aﬀecting train aerodynamics
(Engdahl, 1987). Although yaw angle of wind is important at speciﬁc locations, over a long route this eﬀect
will tend to be canceled out by winds in all directions. Consequently, this study focuses on the ﬁrst two factors,
namely gap length and position-in-train eﬀects.
The greater the gaps between loads, the larger the aerodynamic penalty because closely-spaced containers
or trailers behave as one long load. In contrast, loads spaced 7200 or more apart, behave as distinct objects as
boundary layers on their surfaces are reinitialized (Engdahl et al., 1987a). The wind tunnel tests showed that
the lead locomotive experiences the highest drag due to headwind impact. After the head end, resistance
declines until about the 10th unit in the train, after which drag remains nearly constant for the remaining
units. Therefore, minimizing the total gap length and placing loads with shorter gaps near the front of the train
will result in lower aerodynamic resistance. Consequently, the objective of optimal loading can be stated as
minimization of the ‘‘total adjusted gap length (TAGL)’’ within the train. The adjusted gap length is deﬁned
as the gap length weighted by the position-in-train eﬀect, where the weight associated with each unit gets smaller as the unit gets farther from the head end. The relationship between aerodynamic resistance and positionin-train eﬀect is represented in the following equation derived from wind tunnel testing (Engdahl, 1987):
C D A ¼ 14:85824e0:29308k þ 9:86549e0:00007k þ 10:66914

ð1Þ

where k is the unit position in the train and CDA is the drag area which represents the aerodynamic resistance
in ft2. The adjusted factor associated with each gap can be computed by dividing the drag area of a given unit
by the drag area of the 100th unit (Table 1).
3.2. Aerodynamic loading assignment model (ALAM)
The following notation is used in the algebraic model: I = {i} is an index referring to the type or size of the
load (for instance, i = 40C represents a 40 0 container, i = 48T represents a 48 0 trailer, etc.). CL and TL are a
subset of I representing containers and trailers, respectively. We group loads of the same type together and
denote each load of type i with j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , Ji, where Ji is the total number of loads of type i (for instance,
J48T = 10 means that there are ten 48 0 -trailers in the storage area). The symbol k (k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N) deﬁnes
the position of each unit in the train. For instance, k = 1 corresponds to the ﬁrst IM unit of the train, k = 2
corresponds to the second unit, etc. The slot position in every unit is denoted by p, where p = 1 represents the
upper (top) slot (platform) in a well-car unit or the (only) slot in a spine-car or ﬂat-car unit, and p = 2 represents the lower (bottom) slot in a well-car unit (see Fig. 3).

Table 1
Adjusted factor of each gap in the train
k

Drag area (ft2)

Adjusted factor

1 (locomotive)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
100

31.618
28.801
26.700
25.133
23.963
23.091
22.440
21.954
21.591
21.320
20.466

1.5449
1.4073
1.3046
1.2280
1.1709
1.1283
1.0964
1.0727
1.0550
1.0418
1.0000
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Fig. 3. The available slots in: (a) 5-unit well car; (b) 5-unit spine car.

The following symbols represent the parameters used in the model: Ak is the adjusted factor of the kth gap
(see Table 1), where A1 > A2    > AN; Uk is the length of the kth unit; dk indicates the type of the kth unit,
where dk = 1 when the unit is a well-car unit, and dk = 0 otherwise; Li is the length of an ith type load; Qkp is
the length limit of position p in the kth unit; wij is the weight of the jth load of type i; Wk is the weight limit for
the kth unit; and Ripk is a three dimensional matrix for loading capabilities of each slot, where Ripk = 1 if the
ith type of load can be assigned to position p in unit k, otherwise it is 0. Finally, U represents an arbitrarily
speciﬁed large number introduced for modeling purposes as will be explained in the model description below.
Two sets of binary decision variables are included in the IP model. The ﬁrst variable is denoted by yijpk
where

1; if the jth load of type i is assigned to position p in the kth unit
y ijpk ¼
:
0; otherwise
The second binary variable, denoted by xk, determines whether the position 1 (top slot) in a well unit can be
used, namely:

1; if top platform of the kth unit can be used
xk ¼
:
0; otherwise
According to the loading rules, position 1 of a well-car unit (top slot) can be used when the bottom slot is ﬁlled
by containers whose total length is at least 40 0 (Association of American Railroads (AAR), 2004).
The loading problem is formulated here as a linear integer programming model. This model minimizes
aerodynamic resistance of an IM train (thus the fuel consumption), which is assumed to be a function of
the train’s total adjusted gap length, subject to the train characteristics and loading possibilities for a given
set of loads. The algebraic expression is given below:
(
!
"
!
!#)
N
XX
XX
XX
X
Min 0:5  A1 U 1 
y ij11 Li þ
Akþ1 U k 
y ij1k Li þ U kþ1 
y ij1kþ1 Li
i

j

k¼1

i

j

i

j

ð2Þ
The constraints of the model are as follows:
XX
y ijpk Ripk 6 1 8i; j
p

y ijpk 6X
RipkX8i; j; p; k
40 
y ij2k Li 6 Uð1  xk Þ 8kðsuch thatdk ¼ 1Þ
j
i2C L
XX
y ij1k 6 xk 8kðsuch that dk ¼ 1Þ
j
i2C L
!
XX
XX
y ij2k 6 2  1 
y ij1k
8kðsuch that dk ¼ 1Þ
i2T L
j
j
i2C L
XXX
y ijpk wij 6 W k 8k
i
j
p
XX
y ijpk Li 6 Qkp 8k; p
i

ð3Þ

k

ð4Þ
ð5Þ
ð6Þ
ð7Þ
ð8Þ
ð9Þ

j

y ijpk ; xk ¼ 0; 1

ð10Þ
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Fig. 4. Locomotive and ﬁrst two intermodal units in a train.

The objective function (TAGL) represents the total adjusted gap length, which is comprised of two parts. The
ﬁrst part involves the gap length between the locomotive and the ﬁrst load (Fig. 4), which is given by the difference
P P between the length of the ﬁrst unit (U1) and the length of the load in position 1 of the 1st unit
ð
y ij11 Li Þ divided by 2. Multiplying the gap length by the adjusted factor A1 results in the ﬁrst adjusted
gap length. The second part of the objective function computes the sum of the subsequent adjusted gap
lengths.
PEach
P of the subsequent gaps is half of the diﬀerence in length between the current unit and the load
ðU k  P P
y ij1k Li Þ=2 plus half of the length diﬀerence between the next unit and the load
ðU kþ1 
y ij1kþ1 Li Þ=2 multiplied by the appropriate adjusted factor, Ak. Note that we only take into account the loads in position 1 of all units in the train. This is reasonable since these are the only loads on spine
or ﬂat cars; and for well cars, the upper level gaps have a more signiﬁcant aerodynamic eﬀect than the lower
level gaps (Furlong, 1988; Storm, 2005; Airﬂow Science Corporation, 2006).
Minimizing total adjusted gap length creates the most eﬃcient train conﬁguration. However, not all loads
can be assigned to all slots. Loading assignment must conform to the loading capability of each unit as well as
length and weight constraints. These are expressed in the model constraints above. The ﬁrst two constraints,
(3) and (4), ensure that each load is assigned to no more than one slot following the loading rules. Constraints
(5) and (6) together state that if the bottom slot (position 2) in a well-car unit (dk = 1) is not ﬁlled with loads
greater than 40 ft, in which case
PEq.
P (5) requires that xk = 0, then no load can be assigned to the top slot (position 1) for the same unit, i.e.,
y ij1k ¼ 0 and therefore yij1k = 0 for all i, j. Constraint (7) ensures that containers cannot stack on top of trailers in well-car units. Constraints (8) and (9) are for weight and length limits,
respectively. The weight constraint (8) is imposed for each car unit in order to reﬂect the total carrying capacity of that unit. The length constraint (9) is imposed for each slot to guarantee that the total length of loads in
a given slot (position) does not exceed the length of that slot.
3.3. Solution algorithm
When assigning loads to IM trains, there are three possible scenarios that terminal managers may encounter: (1) number of loads = number of slots, (2) number of loads > number of slots, and (3) number of
loads < number of slots. Scenario 1 and 2 are more common than scenario 3, and they can be solved directly
by using the IP model to select the best loads for the available slots. When there are fewer loads than available
slots (scenario 3), in some cases ALAM assigned two loads to two spine-car units (one load per unit) instead of
double stacking them in a frontal well-car unit although a well-car unit was available. This is because the
model only accounts for loads in position 1 (top) of all units for determining the adjusted gap length calculation. Clearly, such a loading pattern is not the most eﬃcient alternative. To solve with this we developed an
algorithm that can deal with all possible loading scenarios and successfully implement ALAM to determine
the most energy eﬃcient loading pattern.
A stepwise indirect approach is presented below based on the idea that placing loads towards the front of
the train and leaving the rear cars empty is generally more aerodynamic and thus preferable. This approach
ensures that only the front part of the train is ﬁrst made available for loading; thereby leaving the rear of the
train empty. The algorithmic details are provided below:
Step 1: k = 1, total number of loads = NL, total number of units in the train = NU
Step 2: Count number of slots from 1st unit to kth unit ! if this value is less than NL and k < NU then go to
Step 3; otherwise, go to Step 4
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Step 3: k = k + 1 and go to Step 2
Step 4: Solve by ALAM ! if k = NU or there is no unassigned loads then go to Step 5; otherwise, go to Step 3
Step 5: Stop and output the optimal loading pattern
The algorithm starts with identifying the ‘‘loaded section’’ by increasing the number of available slots (in
‘‘loaded section’’) until it is equal to the number of total loads. With the ‘‘loaded section’’ determined, we can
then use ALAM to solve the IP problem. After implementing ALAM, if there are no unassigned loads or if k is
equal to the total number of units in the train, we can output the optimal loading pattern; otherwise, we have
to increase the number of available slots to accommodate the unassigned loads. Although the number of slots
is equal to the number of loads, some loads might still be unassigned because of possible weight or length
restrictions. If there are any unassigned loads and k is not the last unit in the train, the (k + 1)st unit is made
available.
With this solution procedure, ALAM is able to deal with all kinds of scenarios of IM loading which means
the loading assignment model is now complete. This stepwise indirect algorithm may require several iterations
before reaching the optimum; however, our computational experience shows that the solution time of ALAM
is eﬃcient enough, and therefore is a practical decision tool for real-time terminal operations.
4. Empirical application
Most IM trains operating in North America can be categorized into four general types: (I) International
Stack Trains; (II) Domestic Stack Trains; (III) Trailer-on-Flat-Car (TOFC)/Container-on-Flat-Car (COFC)
Trains; and, (IV) Mixed IM Trains consisting of both TOFC/COFC and Double Stack equipment (Armstrong, 1998). International and Domestic Stack Trains (Type I & II) have only well cars, TOFC/COFC
Trains (Type III) have spine and ﬂat cars, and mixed IM Trains (Type IV) are comprised of all types of
IM railcars (well, spine, and ﬂat cars).
We have developed a database of approximately 250 IM trains and loads that operated on the BNSF Chicago – Los Angeles route (BNSF Railway Company, 2005). Based on our assessment of their typical makeup,
four representative trains were selected for detailed comparison of current terminal operations and the optimal
loading pattern, given the loads and cars available (Table 2). Train 1 represents a double stack train transporting mostly international containers. Train 2 is also a double stack train but it is used for domestic containers.
Train 3 is a TOFC/COFC train with a variety of trailers, and train 4 was comprised of well, spine and ﬂat cars,
and it also has a variety of diﬀerently-sized containers and trailers (Table 3).
As a result of the diﬀerent characteristics of equipment and loads of these types of trains, there are varying
degrees of ﬂexibility in loading options. For example, train 1 has primarily 20 0 and 40 0 containers with little
ﬂexibility in alternative loading assignments compared to train 2, which had a much greater diversity of load
Table 2
Four representative IM trains
Train

Type

Number of cars

Number of units

Total loads

1
2
3
4

International stack train
Domestic stack train
TOFC/COFC train
Mixed train

30
37
37
32

104
115
110
104

224
244
131
173

Table 3
Number of loads in the example trains
Train

C20

C40

C45

C48

C53

T20

T28

T40

T45

T48

T53

Total loads

1
2
3
4

32
28
0
32

184
88
0
22

8
9
0
0

0
17
0
6

0
102
0
59

0
0
11
0

0
0
31
2

0
0
0
2

0
0
30
2

0
0
35
15

0
0
24
33

224
244
131
173
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types due to the variation in domestic container size (Table 3). Consequently, the potential improvement in the
aerodynamics of train 2 is greater than for train 1.
In the following sections, we present a series of scenario analyses for the four types of IM trains described
above. In Section 4.1, we consider the scenario in which the number of loads equals the number of available
slots in the train, and in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we consider scenarios in which the number of loads is more, or
less, than the number of slots, respectively. In Section 4.4, we compute fuel consumption for each of the scenario analyses, and the results and policy suggestions based on our analyses are presented in 4.5.
4.1. Scenario 1: number of loads equals number of slots
We used ALAM to analyze the optimal loading pattern for each of the four representative types of IM train
and loads shown in Tables 2 and 3. Certain restrictions were applied to the loading pattern when assigning
loads to slots (Association of American Railroads (AAR), 2004; Armstrong, 1998; TTX Company, 1999).
For example, a 48 0 -well car cannot handle containers or trailers greater than 48 0 in the bottom position (position 2), although it can accommodate containers up to 53 0 in the top position (position 1). 53 0 -slot spine cars
have only one platform (position 1) per unit and can handle either containers or trailers up to 53 0 long. Besides
length and weight constraints, some of the IM units can accommodate only containers, some can accommodate only trailers, and the others can handle both. To ensure that load assignment follows the loading rules,
possible loading combinations are speciﬁed for each IM unit. In order to clearly illustrate the aerodynamic
eﬀects, we assumed that none of the units were constrained by weight limits and the optimization process
was based solely on minimization of the total adjusted gap length (TGAL).
For any given train and pool of loads, there is at least one loading pattern in which TAGL is minimized (the
most aerodynamic pattern), and conversely, another loading pattern in which it is maximized (worst case). At
present, terminal managers’ goal in load assignment is to maximize slot utilization; therefore, they are largely
indiﬀerent to alternative loading patterns as long as they achieve 100% slot utilization (and comply with applicable loading rules). Consequently, with 100% slot utilization, average terminal operating practice will be
some intermediate value between these two extremes. Therefore, we assumed that the mean of the TAGL
for the minimum and maximum cases represents average terminal performance in the scenarios with 100% slot
utilization (scenarios 1 and 2).
CPLEX 9.0 incorporated with GAMS (Brooke et al., 1998) was used to solve the model. Our computational experience showed that the optimal solution for each case could be obtained in less than ﬁve seconds.
Thus, computational complexity is not a problem for real-time terminal operations. We then compared the
results of ALAM with our estimate of average terminal loading (Fig. 5). In this scenario, the optimal results
were generally close to the mean due to the inﬂexibility in possible loading combinations. This was especially
evident for train 1 and train 3. Since train 1 has mostly international IM loads (i.e. 20 0 and 40 0 containers), the
diﬀerence between the most and the least aerodynamic loading patterns is small. For train 3, the small range in
TAGL is due to the characteristics of trailers and equipment in TOFC/COFC (Type III) trains. Train 4 is

Fig. 5. Minimum, maximum and estimated average TAGL for the four example trains when loads = slots (Scenario 1).
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Table 4
Number of available loads for example trains in scenario 2
Train

C20

C40

C45

C48

C53

T20

T28

T40

T45

T48

T53

Total loads

1
2
3
4

48
42
0
48

276
132
0
33

12
14
0
0

0
26
0
9

0
153
0
89

0
0
17
0

0
0
47
3

0
0
0
3

0
0
45
3

0
0
53
23

0
0
36
50

336
367
198
261

really a combination of trains with characteristics like trains 1 and 3 so it is not surprising that it also demonstrates a relatively small possible range of TAGL values for this scenario. By contrast, train 2 has a considerably greater TAGL range because of the wider variation in loads that is typical of this type of train.
4.2. Scenario 2: number of loads exceeds number of slots
At IM terminals, managers often have more loads than available slots in the next outgoing train (scenario
2) and this oﬀers greater ﬂexibility in load assignment. Scenario 2 is more common at IM terminals than scenarios 1 and 3 so these results are particularly important in assessing the potential beneﬁts of using ALAM.
The task in scenario 2 is to select the best set of loads from the load-pool to match the current outgoing train.
Unfortunately, speciﬁc data on the composition of the pool of loads are not available because IM load assignments are only recorded when an outgoing train is loaded and ready to depart. However, it is reasonable to
assume that the load pool is proportional to the distribution actually loaded onto a train. For the purpose of
comparison among the four train types in this scenario analysis, we assumed that the number of each type of
load was increased by approximately 50% (Table 4). Train consists and conﬁgurations were assumed to be
unchanged.
Due to the greater number of potential loads to choose from compared to Scenario 1, there is some reduction in TGAL for all four train types; however, the magnitude of potential improvement varies widely (Fig. 6).
Only train 1 (international double-stack container trains) experiences little potential improvement, again due
to the inﬂexibility in types of loads. By contrast, all three of the other train types show substantial potential to
reduce TAGL, with train 2 showing the greatest range. The wide range in possible TAGL means that terminal
managers have a higher chance of loading aerodynamically ineﬃcient trains and that use of ALAM has more
potential to improve the energy eﬃciency of these types of trains.
4.3. Scenario 3: number of loads less than number of slots
In scenario 3, we analyzed the same four trains but the number of loads available was reduced by approximately 50% (Table 5). Since slot utilization is not 100% in this scenario, a larger adjusted gap length does not
necessarily represent the poorest aerodynamics. According to Engdahl et al. (1987b), the worst aerodynamic

Fig. 6. Minimum, maximum and estimated average TAGL for the four example trains when loads > slots (Scenario 2).
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Table 5
Number of available loads for example trains in scenario 3
Train

C20

C40

C45

C48

C53

T20

T28

T40

T45

T48

T53

Total loads

1
2
3
4

16
14
0
16

92
44
0
11

4
5
0
0

0
9
0
3

0
51
0
30

0
0
6
0

0
0
16
1

0
0
0
1

0
0
15
1

0
0
18
8

0
0
12
17

112
123
67
88

pattern is to have empty units uniformly distributed throughout the train. If terminal managers are loading
without regard to aerodynamics, we expect loading patterns to be somewhere between the best and the worst.
Therefore, we estimated their performance by assuming they placed half of the empty units at the end of the
train, which would not aﬀect aerodynamics, and the other half uniformly distributed in the ‘‘loaded section’’
(from the 1st unit to the last loaded unit).
The number of empty units for each of the four trains can be determined based on the optimal patterns
obtained from ALAM (50, 57, 52, 38 units for trains 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively). For example, the best aerodynamic loading pattern for train 1 is to assign all available loads to the ﬁrst 54 units (loaded section), and leave
the last 50 units empty. The worst case for train 1 is to distribute the 50 empty units uniformly throughout the
entire 104-unit train which results in 4446-ft adjusted gap length. Therefore, the average terminal performance
was estimated by setting the last 25 units empty and distributing the other 25 empty units in the available
loaded section. The diﬀerences in TAGL among optimal loading, worst loading and estimated average terminal performance are substantially greater than those in scenarios 1 and 2 because the calculation of adjusted
gap lengths ignores units not in the loaded section (Fig. 7).
4.4. Fuel consumption computation
To quantify the potential fuel savings resulting from the optimal loadings obtained from ALAM, we computed the aerodynamic coeﬃcients and the corresponding fuel consumption using the Aerodynamic Subroutine and the AAR Train Energy Model (TEM) (Furlong, 1988; Drish, 1992). The BNSF Transcon is a high
speed freight rail route primarily with gentle grades, curves and rolling topography, so we selected a typical
100-mile segment to estimate fuel consumption and extrapolated this to develop estimates for the entire route.
Table 6 summarizes the computed fuel consumption values and associated savings if trains are loaded optimally using ALAM compared to estimated-average-loaded trains. The aerodynamic beneﬁts of trains in scenario 2 are generally higher than scenario 1 due to the increased ﬂexibility in loading patterns. However, there
is almost no added beneﬁt from optimizing loading train 1 compared to normal terminal practices because of
the inﬂexibility in loading patterns for this type of train. Even though the ﬂexibility of train 1 in scenario 2 is
relatively higher than scenario 1, it still makes almost no diﬀerence in fuel consumption. We will further discuss the implication of this result in Section 4.5.2 below.

Fig. 7. Minimum, maximum and estimated average TAGL for the four example trains when loads < slots (Scenario 3).
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Table 6
Fuel consumption and estimated savings for optimally loaded trains compared to average loaded trains (estimated terminal performance)
in (a) scenario 1 (b) scenario 2 (c) scenario 3
Fuel consumption (gallons)

Fuel savings

Train

Optimal

Terminal

(gallons/mile)

%

(a)
1
2
3
4

961
964
937
944

961
973
996
986

0.00
0.09
0.59
0.42

0.0
0.9
5.9
4.3

(b)
1
2
3
4

961
955
937
945

961
988
1033
967

0.00
0.33
0.96
0.22

0.0
3.3
9.3
2.3

(c)
1
2
3
4

827
825
823
838

992
1036
926
928

1.65
2.11
1.03
0.90

16.6
20.4
11.1
9.7

The aerodynamic beneﬁt for train 3 (TOFC/COFC train) is generally higher than the others even though
the range in TAGL in scenario 1 is not as large as the others (Fig. 5). This is because loads in spine or ﬂat cars
can be placed relatively closer to each other compared to the other types of trains comprised of well cars (Lai
and Barkan, 2005), resulting in a greater diﬀerence in the aerodynamic eﬃciency of loading patterns.
Scenario 3 is a relatively unique case (slot utilization  100%) compared to scenarios 1 and 2 (slot utilization = 100%). The diﬀerences between optimal patterns and estimated average terminal practices in scenario 3
are substantial because there are quite a few long gaps in the terminal case caused by empty slots in the train
(Table 6c). The fuel savings for trains 1 and 2 are higher here since the aerodynamic drag caused by empty
slots between two double-stack units is greater than empty slots between single-level units in trains 3 and 4.
4.5. Policy recommendations for railway intermodal operations
The scenario analyses presented above demonstrate the potential beneﬁt of implementing ALAM at IM
terminals. In this section, we discuss the implications of these results and some options to improve the energy
eﬃciency of IM train operations.
4.5.1. Use of ALAM for intermodal train loading
The most obvious recommendation stemming from the work described here is that ALAM be integrated
into railroads’ IM terminal loading operations. Use of ALAM to match loads to slots would have reduced
fuel consumption by as much as 20%. The exact amount will vary for individual train consists and loads available, but these ﬁgures provide insight into the magnitude of potential savings available. The percentage of
each of the four types of trains on the BNSF Transcon are approximately equal with a total of about 50
per day. Accounting for the diﬀerent potential savings for these train types if they were loaded according
to ALAM guidelines, compared to the average loading conﬁguration, translates to a total annual savings
of about 28 million dollars based on the most common scenario (scenario 2).
Major railroad IM terminals already use software to assist and expedite the loading process, so integration
of ALAM objectives and methodology into this software would not require substantial institutional or process
change. It also should have little if any impact on operating cost because it will not generally require
more work, but rather, inform the loading process with a new quantitative parameter, minimization of TAGL.
Implementation of ALAM would automate terminal managers’ consideration of the large variety of loads and
railcar types available thereby enabling them to load trains in a more aerodynamically eﬃcient conﬁguration.
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These beneﬁts can be further enhanced by several additional factors as described in the following three
subsections.
4.5.2. Better matching of loads with railcars
The aerodynamic beneﬁt of optimizing the loading pattern of train 1 in scenarios 1 and 2 is small. This is
due to the inﬂexibility in loading patterns of train 1, and also the characteristics of the ‘‘long’’ well cars. Train
1 is primarily transporting 20 0 and 40 0 international containers with just a few 45 0 containers. Nevertheless,
approximately 70% of its railcars were designed for 53 0 containers. Placing 45 0 containers in the frontal positions in the train would generally be better than 40 0 containers; however, for this kind of long well-car unit, it
makes little aerodynamic diﬀerence. This is because using 53 0 cars to transport either 40 0 or 45 0 loads always
results in gaps greater than the critical gap length (12 ft), necessary to gain aerodynamic beneﬁt (Engdahl
et al., 1987a) so reconﬁguring the shorter loads on the longer cars has little eﬀect (Lai and Barkan, 2005).
Using 53 0 -well cars is convenient for managers because of these cars’ ﬂexibility; however, placing shorter
international containers in 53 0 -well cars causes greater aerodynamic resistance than if 40 0 -unit well cars are
used. For example, without changing the placement of loads, if train 1 used well cars designed for 40 0 containers (45 0 containers can still be placed in at the top), the aerodynamic coeﬃcient reduces from 7.04 to 5.50 lbs/
mph2, and the weight of the train would be reduced by 18% as well. The corresponding fuel savings would be
0.88 gallons per mile, an approximately 9% reduction. Consequently, we suggest better matching IM loads
with the railcars used to transport them, speciﬁcally acquisition and use of well cars with 40 0 slots that are
designed for international loads. In recognition of the growth in international container traﬃc and consistent
with this recommendation, one railroad has a car modiﬁcation program converting some existing 48 0 -well cars
into 40 0 -well cars (Stehly, 2007).
4.5.3. Optimize loading for more than a single train simultaneously
The analysis thus far has focused on optimizing the aerodynamic eﬃciency of a single outgoing train for a
given set of loads. We formulated the problem this way because most loads arrive shortly before loading
begins. However, if advance knowledge (either empirical or probabilistic) on the composition of outgoing
trains and the load pool is available, this information can be used to optimize the loading of multiple trains
simultaneously and increase the beneﬁt of applying the model developed in this paper.
ALAM can be extended to address the multiple train loading problem by modifying it to consider units of
all the loads and units in each of the trains available. This is accomplished by introducing a new index, t, that
refers to the set of outgoing trains. The objective function of the extended model is minimization of the total
adjusted gap length of all the outgoing trains in a given time horizon:
Min
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The constraints are the same as ALAM except the decision variables yijpk and xk are replaced by yijtpk and xtk.
Compared to the basic ALAM described earlier, this modiﬁed version provides a global optimum solution as
opposed to the local optimum based on analysis of a single train.
4.5.4. Uncouple empty railcars at the end of IM trains
The optimal loading pattern aims to achieve the lowest aerodynamic resistance and thereby maximize fuel
economy; therefore, when the number of loads is less than the number of slots (scenario 3), the loads are
placed in cars at the front of the train, and empty slots in the rear. According to IM loading rules, the speed
of a train with empty cars is restricted to 55 mph due to concerns about dynamic instability of these cars at
higher speeds (BNSF Railway Company, 2004b). Hence, there is a tradeoﬀ between aerodynamic loading
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Table 7
Fuel consumption and estimated savings for the worst case, average loaded trains (estimated terminal performance), and optimal results
without or with uncoupling policies in scenario 3
Train

1
2
3
4

Fuel consumption (gallons)

Fuel savings

Worst case

Terminal

Optimal without uncoupling

Optimal with uncoupling

(gallons/mile)

%

1090
1135
976
976

992
1036
926
928

827
825
823
838

598
562
578
706

3.94
4.74
3.48
2.22

39.7
45.8
37.6
23.9

pattern and train operating speed. Although ALAM is intended to maximize aerodynamic eﬃciency, it can be
modiﬁed to suit terminal operators’ or dispatchers’ preferences (higher train speed vs. better fuel eﬃciency) by
adding additional constraints or pre-processes (such as each car must have at least one load so that the speed
restrictions can be avoided).
We can also approach this problem by removing the empty cars from the end of the train. Although this
alternative might incur some additional operating costs, it should be compared to the energy eﬃciency beneﬁts. Uncoupling empty cars would reduce the weight of the train and also eliminate the speed restriction.
Table 7 shows the computed fuel consumption and respective savings for the worst case, average terminal
practices, and optimal loading pattern with or without an uncoupling policy. Fuel savings are computed by
comparing terminal practices to the optimal results if the uncoupling strategy is used. The savings with implementation of the practice of uncoupling are greater than without uncoupling. Comparison of Table 6c and
Table 7 shows that the uncoupling strategy can increase fuel savings by 14–25%. Therefore, if repositioning
empty IM equipment can be eﬃciently accomplished without transporting it in IM trains with loads, uncoupling railcars from the end of trains should be considered.
5. Discussion and future research
ALAM can be extended to optimize the aerodynamic eﬃciency at the system level instead of optimizing the
loading of a single train. The time horizon can be extended to several days (or more if desired) depending on
the availability of advance train-and-load information and how diﬃcult it is to solve the problem using IP. An
interesting question we intend to address in the future is to consider the time horizon required to approach the
global optimum, and how much improvement is possible as that horizon is lengthened.
This study focused on IM services between Chicago and LA in which no intermediate train reconﬁguration
occurs en route. This is the case for approximately 80% of the trains operating on this route. In the majority of
cases, the initial loading pattern could be determined to optimize the train’s aerodynamic eﬃciency without
considering unloading sequences. Of the remaining 20%, half of them have no more than two additional terminals and these are generally near the ﬁnal destination so the same aerodynamic beneﬁts will apply over most
of the route. If intermediate operations do occur, then the aerodynamic beneﬁts will apply for the portion of
the route prior to the terminal where the train is reconﬁgured. Beyond that trains may operate at lower eﬃciency. It would also be possible to modify the model to optimize aerodynamic eﬃciency for the entire route
including intermediate destinations (where the train is reconﬁgured) in the analysis. However, there is a trade
oﬀ between the costs and beneﬁts of doing this. The increased modeling complexity would demand more computation time and the resulting problem might be too complex to solve using IP. Further research should be
conducted to develop specially designed solution algorithms that can generate very good (if not optimal) loading patterns for trains whose composition changes en route.
6. Conclusions
We develop a mathematical programming model (ALAM) by incorporating the aerodynamic characteristics of intermodal trains to optimize load-to-unit assignments. The model can be integrated into current terminal operation software as an additional tool to help terminal managers make better loading decisions. The
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contributions of this paper to the literature are: (1) It is the ﬁrst use of optimization modeling with the objective of improving the aerodynamics and consequent energy eﬃciency of intermodal trains and reveals significant possible savings are possible. (2) The model developed in this paper can be adapted to a variety of other
intermodal train loading assignment problems through modiﬁcation of the objective function. This is a novel
contribution to the literature and enhances its generality because the formulation can be solved eﬃciently and
thus serve as a basis for other intermodal load assignment problems. (3) Several policy recommendations
regarding railway intermodal operations are developed based on a series of scenario analyses.
There are substantial potential fuel and cost savings beneﬁts that railroads can achieve thorough implementation of ALAM at intermodal terminals. These beneﬁts can be further enhanced through several additional
steps including: (a) better matching of railcars and loads for international intermodal trains (b) simultaneous
optimization of multiple trains to take greater advantage of the potential to improve energy eﬃciency of intermodal trains through use of more aerodynamic loading patterns, and (c) uncoupling empty railcars from the
end of loaded intermodal trains when practical. The potential annual savings in fuel consumption through use
of ALAM by one large railroad on one of its major intermodal routes is estimated to be approximately 15
million gallons with a corresponding value of 28 million dollars. Correspondingly larger savings in fuel, emissions and expense are possible if the methodology described in this paper were applied to all North American
intermodal trains.
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